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Publication of Ph.D., Licentiate, Master’s and undergraduate theses at LiU E-Press
As a result of the decision of the University’s Board of Directors in April 1996, the electronic
publisher, Linköping University Electronic Press (LiU E-Press), was created as a unit within
the University, connected with the University Library. New guiding instructions for LiU EPress were set up in 2004 together with a new Board of Directors. This allowed development
of a goals and visions document for LiU E-Press and its roll within the University. After
discussions with the Faculties, the following guidelines have been set up regarding the
publication of theses at LiU E-Press.
It is very important for the University that the academic production of the employees and
students be spread as widely and effectively as possibly, so that other researchers and the
general public can obtain this material as easily as possible. For the University, the
publication of this material is of highest importance for the creation of the University’s
profile and hence for the picture of the University as seen by the rest of the world. The
objective is that all research results (including theses) and all more qualified work produced
by undergraduate students be published at LiU E-Press (as well as in other forms such as
scientific journals). In the short term, focus will be on publishing Ph.D., Licentiate, Master’s
and undergraduate theses at LiU E-Press. To accomplish this, two basic conditions must be
met. First, the authors of an article which will be or is published in a scientific journal but is
also to be included in a thesis, guard their copyright, so that electronic publishing at LiU EPress at LiU E-Press is not hindered. For journals which do not allow authors to re-publish
their article on an institutional website, authors must add a clause to the standard contract
allowing them to also publish the work at LiU E-Press. Secondly, the material under
consideration here, must be formed in such a way such that it does not need to be suppressed
for secrecy reasons. This implies that faculty boards of directors and those responsible within
the institutions will work to fulfill these conditions.
Electronic publishing requires also an active consent from the copyright holder (i.e. the
authors). Authors should be encouraged to give such consent since the increased circulation
of their work increases its visibility and impact and hence the merit of the author. It is not,
however, possible to infer that just because a document is published electronically that the
course it was part of was passed by the student. In those cases where consent is not given by
the authors, basic information about the work will still be published at LiU E-Press, so that a
complete collection of the production of LiU is available.
These guidelines also imply that those that are or have been students (including research
students) at LiU have the right to have their theses published at LiU E-Press, under the
condition that he/she gives their consent for the work to be published (and given that there are
no copyright conflicts with a third party). Any further quality control beyond that which was
done in connection with the original examination of the work, is not necessary for publication
at LiU E-Press. It is left to the Board of Directors of LiU E-Press to clarify under which
special conditions (e.g. secrecy, plagiarism or other academic abnormality) publication will
not be permitted or, for already published work, which will be withdrawn from publication.
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